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1. City Gas Safety Regulations in Japan 

With the exception of a few major supplies of gas, gas utilities in Japan are vertically 
organized, covering gas procurement, production, transport, distribution and sales, and the 
gas utilities themselves handle the safety management associated with such activities. 
In most Western countries, the gas meter outlet marks the boundary between the gas utility 
and the consumer in terms of safety obligation, and also in terms of ownership. In Japan, 
however, the boundary in terms of ownership is the boundary between the road and the 
consumer’s premises. Thus, the safety obligation of gas utilities extends to house pipes 
downstream of the gas meter within the consumer’s premises and even to gas outlets. 
Moreover, gas utilities are obliged to check the integrity of gas appliances connected to gas 
outlets and to provide consumers with safety notifications on the use of such gas appliances. 
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Figure.1  Ownership boundary and safety obligation boundary in Japan 
* Includes all facilities between a production facility (e.g. LNG terminal) and the beginning of a pipe network. 
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Table.1  Gas safety goals 
 Goals to be achieved by 2010 

Overall Fatal accidents eliminated almost to zero (less than one per year) 
Fatal accidents eliminated almost to zero (to the level of once in 5 to 10 years) Production 

stage Non-fatal injury, poisoning, explosion and fire eliminated to almost zero (to the level of 
once in 2 to 3 years) 
Fatal accidents eliminated almost to zero (to the level of once in 2 to 3 years) Distribution 

stage Non-fatal injury, poisoning, explosion and fire reduced to less than 10 per year 
Fatal accidents eliminated almost to zero (to the level of once in 2 to 3 years) Consumption 

stage Non-fatal injury, poisoning, explosion and fire reduced to less than 10 per year 

Thanks to past efforts by gas utilities, the number of gas accidents has been decreasing 
steadily. In particular, the number of accidents in the production stage has already 
decreased to the target level. However, the numbers of accidents in the distribution and 
consumption stages are still considerably larger than the target level. 
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Figure.2  Trend in the number of fatal gas accidents
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The rehabilitation-repairing technique is one way to prevent leakages due to the corrosion 
or breakage of old gas pipes. Since this is a trenchless method, it is less costly to repair 
gas pipes by this technique than replacement by new gas pipes, and the gas pipes repaired 
by this technique maintain their integrity for a long period (40 to 50 years). Many gas 
utilities often employ this method because of these advantages. Many variations of the 
technique have been developed for different types and apertures of gas pipes: 
 

Table.2  Major categories of the rehabilitation-repair technique 

Category Major application Major purposes 
Number of 
developed 
techniques 

Reverse lining method Steel pipes and cast iron 
pipes with aperture of 
100mm or more 

Prevention of leakage by 
cracking or breakage 
Prevention of leakage by 
earthquake 
Prevention of joint leakage 

17 

Epoxy-resin lining method Steel pipes with aperture 
of 100mm or less 

Prevention of leakage by 
corrosion 
Prevention of joint leakage 

12 
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Figure.4  Intelligent gas meter 
ow prevention gas taps 
 flow prevention gas tap is designed so that a sudden flow of too much gas lifts 
in the gas tap to block the passage of gas. These gas taps improve safety 
e gas is automatically shut off in case the rubber tube connected to the tap 
 or breaks. All newly installed gas taps are excess flow prevention gas taps. 
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heaters for indoor installation (indoor intake and indoor exhaust). 
(b) Flame failure devices and cooking oil overheating prevention devices 
The flame failure device is a safety device that shuts off the gas and prevents gas leakage 
following such events as ignition failure, blow out and blow off. 
In addition, cooking stoves have a safety device that monitors the temperature at the 
bottom of the pan and shuts off the supply of gas to the burner when the set temperature 
(approx. 250°C) is exceeded. This has become a common practice to prevent fires caused 
by ignition of overheated cooking oil, which used to be a main cause of many fires 
involving a cooking stove. 
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Figure.6  Flame failure devices and cooking oil overheating prevention devices 
s 
 act as safety devices that complement the multiple safeguards described above. 
re different types of alarms as described below: 

eakage alarms 
gas leakage alarm quickly detects any gas leakage and warns the consumer before 
as concentration reaches a dangerous level. A gas leakage alarm can be designed 
teract with the intelligent gas meter to shut off the gas automatically following the 
ction of a gas leak. 
plete combustion alarm 
incomplete combustion alarm detects CO from incomplete combustion in the 
er of a gas appliance and issues an alarm. 
ngle alarm unit can combine the functions of these two types of alarms, and the 
llation of such hybrid alarms is becoming more common. 

uake preparedness 
gency measures 
able to identify the districts where significant damage has occurred following an 
ake and to stop the supply of gas only to such districts, thus preventing secondary 

s while minimizing the districts affected by supply interruption, gas utilities have 
 their service areas into blocks. Seismometers have been installed to make the 
n on whether to stop the supply And arrangements have also been made to 
pt the supply of gas to any district where a seismic motion stronger than a 
rmined level was recorded. 



(b)Disaster relief and recovery 
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4. Future Strategies 
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